[The market of synonymous preparations in Denmark 1985-1990. A comparison of prices and quantities on the market].
The development of the market for synonymous drugs is investigated on the basis of groups of synonymous drugs in oral dosage forms where the difference between the price of the original preparation and the synonymous preparation(s) is at least 10%. The number of synonymous preparations has increased from 124 distributed among 76 groups in 1985 to 210 distributed amon 102 groups in 1990. In 1990, the total sale of synonymous groups constituted 31% of the total drug turnover. The cheap preparations constituted 47% of the sale in the synonymous groups. In 1985, the distributions were 27% and 44%, respectively. In 1990, the cheap preparations constituted 56% of the synonymous groups for preparations on the Danish market for the entire period form 1985 to 1990. Measured quantitatively (in defined daily dose), the consumption of the cheap preparations is greater than that indicated by the sale, 68% and 53%, respectively for the 15 largest synonymous groups in 1990. Consumption of the cheap preparations is high (75%) in group A (alimentary tract and metabolism) and considerably less (33%) in group R (respiratory system). Greater consumption of cheap preparations is observed within the synonymous groups with the greatest sale. The price level of the original preparations was only altered in a few cases after the synonymous preparations were marketed.